
KNOWNS AND 
UNKNOWNS

https://www.strath.ac.uk/engineering/mechanicalaerospaceengineering/aerospacecentreofexcellence
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Prof. Max Vasile
Space Systems and
Resilience Engineering

Prof. Matthew Cartmell
Nonlinear dynamics
and Orbital Mechanics

Dr. Marco Fossati
Multi-physics computational 
aerodynamics

Dr. Christie Maddock
Transatmospheric flight
dynamics and control

Dr. Annalisa Riccardi
Computational Intelligence
Machine Learning

Dr. Mohammed Afsar
Theoretical Aerodynamics 
and Flow Control

Dr. Edmondo Minisci
Multidisciplinary Optimisation
and  Evidence Network Models

Dr. Stewart Grey
Precise Orbit Determination
and outreach

Dr. Jinglang Feng
Modeling of mechanical and 
dynamical system

Dr. Marcello Lappa
Fluid mechanics instabilities 
and high-temperature flows

Dr. Ioannis Kokkinakis
Turbulence and computational 
aeroacoustics

https://www.scopus.com/authid/detail.uri?authorId=6506737502
https://www.scopus.com/authid/detail.uri?authorId=7006474506
https://www.scopus.com/authid/detail.uri?authorId=7003480091
https://www.scopus.com/authid/detail.uri?authorId=56040841100
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3 Laboratories, 11 Academics & 40+ Researchers



	

Minimum System Margin

Best

Case

Worst 

Case

Uncertainty in the Model

https://su2code.github.io/
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Modeling Scramjet Supersonic Combus�on via 

Eddy Dissipa�on Model
Jimmy-John Hoste,  Marco Fossa�

University of Strathclyde

Ian Taylor
University of Glasgow

Rowan Gollan
University of Queensland

68th International Astronautical Congress , 25-29 September 2017, 

Adelaide, Australia 

Overall, ACE is committed to a research activity worth £15M+



Optimisation 
and Optimal 
Control toolbox

smart-o2c

Machine 
Learning 
toolbox

smart-ml

Astrodynamics 
toolbox

smart-astro

Uncertainty 
Quantification 
toolbox

smart-uq

Mathematical 
base routines

smart-math







https://github.com/strath-ace/smart-o2c
https://github.com/strath-ace/smart-ml
https://github.com/strath-ace/smart-astro
https://github.com/strath-ace/smart-uq
https://github.com/strath-ace/smart-math
https://github.com/strath-ace




Earth diameter?

12 742 km

Space? 

85-100 km

Geostationary orbit?

35 786 km

Distance to the moon?

384 400 km

GPS orbit?

20 180 km

Inmarsat-5 F4 
launched on 

SpaceX Falcon 9 
on 15 May 2017 

as part of the 
Global Xpress 

network to 
provide high 

speed 
broadband

Satellite bus is 
the same height 

as a double 
decker bus

American GPS 
currently has 31 
active satellites

Currently 6 GNSS 
systems operating
Can you guess by 

whom?

EU Galileo
Russia GLONASS

China BeiDou
India NAVIC
Japan QZSS

Low Earth orbit?

~160-2000 km



How fast do satellites go?

Geostationary orbit

22 236 miles
6935 mph
23h56

GPS orbit

12 539 miles
8666 mph
11h58

Low Earth orbit

124-1243 miles
17450-14430 mph
1h29 – 2h08

You

1040 mph
23h56



https://what-if.xkcd.com/58/
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Multidisciplinary 
Team 

MATH & STATS

COMPUTER 
SCIENCE

AERONAUTICS

SPACE 
SYSTEMS





Collision 
avoidance 
manoeuvres (FP7) 

GOCE 
re-entry 
Analysis (ESA)

Deorbit and 
re-entry 
HAMR objects 
(UKSA,H2020)

Low-cost 
detection and 
tracking (UKSA)

Multi-fidelity re-
entry analysis and 
design for demise 
(FP7)

On-orbit 
servicing 
(H2020)

Debris de-
tumbling and 
disposal with 
lasers (FP7)

Proximity 
navigation 

Multi-target 
disposal 
exploiting natural 
dynamic (Airbus)



Design for reliability 
and for robustness
(ESA, EPSRC) 

Fault tolerant 
networked systems
(EPSRC) 

Uncertainty 
quantification in 
complex networks 
(ESA)

Model-based systems 
engineering under 
uncertainty (ESA)

Evidence-based and 
Robust Bayesian 
reasoning (ESA, 
H2020)

Uncertainty 
Quantification 

(ESA, EPSRC, H2020)



Minor Body 
Exploration

Deep Space 
Navigation

Trajectory 
Analysis and 
Design

Planetary 
Defence The Moon



Concurrent design 

activities

Systems: Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment

Multi-Criteria Decision 
Analysis (based on Multi-
Attribute Value Theory)
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Design Engineering 
Assistant

Semi-automatic

Generation of 

Knowledge Base 

Smart Querying and 

Human-Machine 

Interaction 



AI for STM
Tracking data

Space weather

Re-entry 
and 
demise

UQ in 
Orbital 
Mechanics
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1st in Europe and 6th

behind NASA JPL and 
China 



Very few, if any, of humanity’s inventions are designed to withstand equally 

extreme conditions. Rockets are subjected to awesome g-forces at lift-off, and 

experience extreme hot spots in places where aerodynamic friction acts most 

strongly, and extreme cold due to liquid hydrogen/oxygen at cryogenic 

temperatures. Operating a rocket is a balance act, and the line between a 

successful launch and catastrophic blow-out is often razor thin. 

- The History of Rocket Science, Aerospace Engineering blog



HUMBLE BEGINNINGS… 

Rocket propulsion started with the desire to build a pigeon

Roman writer Aulus Gellius tells a story of Archytas, who, sometime around 

400 BC, built a flying pigeon out of wood. The pigeon was held aloft by a jet of 

steam or compressed air escaping through a nozzle. 

Three centuries later, Hero of Alexandria invented the aeolipile based on the 

same principle of using escaping steam as a propulsive fluid.



How do we access space? What are the technologies involved?

What could the future of space access systems look like? 

What technologies do we need to make this happen? 

What research do we need to make that happen?

What does the future of all atmospheric transportation look like?

What is state of the launch sector in the UK? What will this look like going 

forward?



Kármán line



Multiple objectives often 
defined by system/mission 

requirements

• Min(fuel), min(gtow), max(orbit alt), min(peak heat load, average load),  
max(reusable), min(variance from uncertainty)

Sets of nonlinear 
constraints: path and 

boundary, multi-phase 
trajectories

• Mass drops (stage separations), heating, dynamic pressure, loads, engine 
operating conditions, control saturation limits

• Geographic limits, landing sites, target orbits 

Optimisable parameters: 
open loop control law, 

design parameters

• Wing reference area, nose cone radius, dry/wet masses, engine thrust

• Attitude control, thrust control

System & environment 
models: physics-based, 

surrogate models

• Aerodynamic databases for subsonic, transonic, supersonic in continuum regime  
(panel + CFD), drag in rarefied regime (gas dynamics)

• Propulsion, aerothermal, atmospheric, mass, cost

Uncertainty quantification, 
optimisation under 

uncertainty
• Epistemic (systemic) and aleatoric (statistical) uncertainty



•

SMART-maths
Propagators, 

algebra, 

https://github.com/strath-ace/smart-o2c

https://github.com/strath-ace/smart-o2c
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Particles dispersion and density at impact for 
1% manoeuvre error and 5 km dispersion error 

Colourbar represents the probability density



Probabilistic atmospheric re-entry analyses, 
modelling and propagation of fragmentation 
events, including casualty risk
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min(𝒂)

min(𝜎)



Altitude plots for nominal 
and OOU (dashed)
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